
Thermal Energy:

Read the information below. As you read, complete the missing information on
your notes page.

Also known as heat.

The vibration and movement of the atoms and molecules within substances. As
an object is heated up, its atoms and molecules move and collide faster.

Geothermal energy is the thermal energy in the earth.

Thermal energy is directly related to temperature. We can’t see individual atoms
vibrating, but we can feel their kinetic energies as temperature. When there’s a
difference between the temperature of the environment and a system within it,
thermal energy is transferred between them as heat.

A hot cup of tea loses some of its thermal energy as heat flows from the tea to
the air in the room. Over time, the tea cools to the same temperature as the
room air. At the same time, the thermal energy in the room air increases due to
heat transfer from the tea. However, the thermal capacitance of the room air is
much larger than the tea, so the temperature of the air in the room increases by
very little – so little that a person in the room wouldn’t notice it.

Heat flows spontaneously from high temperature objects to nearby low
temperature objects, until all objects reach the same temperature, called
thermal equilibrium. Some materials are easier to heat up or cool down than
others. The thermal capacitance, or heat capacity, of a material tells us how
much energy it takes to raise that material one degree in temperature. A pound
of water has greater thermal capacitance than the same amount of stainless
steel, for example. In moments, an empty one pound pot on the stove heats to
212 degrees Fahrenheit (the boiling temperature of water). If you pour a pound
of water into the pot, it will take much longer than the empty pot to reach the
same temperature, because water needs more energy to get as hot as steel.

Watch the video and fill in the missing information below:

More molecules = ______________________ heat energy.


